The hand-eye measurements have recently been proven to be very efficient for spacecraft attitude determination relative to an ellipsoidal asteroid. However, recent method does not guarantee full attitude observability for all conditions. This paper refines this problem by taking the vector observations into account so that the accuracy and robustness of the spacecraft attitude estimation can be improved. The vector observations come from many sources including visual perspective geometry, optical navigation and point clouds that frequently occur in aerospace electronic systems. Completely closed-form solutions along with their uncertainty descriptions are presented for the proposed problem. Experiments using our simulated dataset and real-world spacecraft measurements from NASA dawn spacecraft verify the effectiveness and superiority of the derived solution.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivations
T HE research around planetary systems especially our solar system, has revealed many amazing secrets of the outer space. There are eight major planets and some other dwarf planets as well as asteroids in the solar system. In 1977, two Voyager spacecrafts were launched by National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to discover these celestial bodies [1] . Recently, some robots are sent to collect geology data from some planets and their satellites e.g. the Spirit launched in 2004 [2] and the Curiosity launched in 2011 by NASA for discovery of the Mars [3] , the YuTu (Jade Rabbit) launched in 2013 by China National Space Administration (CNSA) for inspection of the Moon [4] . A kernel problem behind these space projects is the precise navigation of various spacecrafts. The stability of nowdays space navigation systems, mainly constituted by strapdown installed measurement units, has been highly dependent on the accuracy of the attitude determination sub-system.
Apart from the advances in inertial navigation technologies [5] , [6] , [7] , attitude determination from heterogeneous sensor sources is a crucial problem in aerospace engineering since any spacecraft requires high-precision attitude information for motion control. The optimal attitude determination using vector observations from star trackers, sun sensors and Manuscript received X X, 20XX; revised X X, 20XX; accepted X X, 20XX. Refereeing of this contribution was handled by X X.
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Digital Object Identifier XXX magnetometers, namely the Wahba's problem, has been studied for over fifty years [8] . Many efficient algorithms including the QUaternion ESTimator (QUEST, [9] ), The Estimator of Optimal Quaternion (ESOQ, [10] ), The Optimal Linear Attitude Estimator (OLAE, [11] ) and etc. [12] are developed to achieve accurate and reliable estimation. The hand-eye measurements formulate the attitude determination problem of the hand-eye type AX = XB where A, B are known and X is the unknown transformation to be figured out. The terminology 'hand-eye' was first introduced into robotics in late 1980s for calibration i.e. extrinsic transformation estimation between the robotic gripper and attached camera so that visual motion reconstruction can be precisely mapped to the gripper frame for accurate grasping [13] , [14] . The idea of using the hand-eye measurements has recently been discovered by Modenini, who proposed a new method using images of ellipsoids. Modenini's method has been verified to be efficient with attitude accuracy of up to several arc seconds [15] , [16] . Fig. 1 shows such principle of imaging a space ellipsoidal object. Modenini's new algorithm has given us a brand-new tool for spacecraft attitude determination relative to an ellipsoid. The problem studied in this paper is an extension of Modenini's contribution in which only one pair of symmetric handeye measurements are employed for attitude determination. According to the limitation of perspective geometry, any single shot of the celestial body can not completely reflect the exact details of 3D reconstruction [17] . Therefore, the observability of attitude angles in all directions can not be fully guaranteed which requires further verification with historical estimates from other sources [15] , [16] . To solve the problem, in this paper, instead, we incorporate the vector and hand- eye measurements together aiming for precise relative attitude determination between spacecraft and astroid. In Modenini's recent study, the hand-eye equation is established by means of the perspective geometry when the camera captures the image of an ellipsoid. A common knowledge exists in our mind is that there may be some distinctive (non-opportunistic) features on the surface of the ellipsoid, indicating that vector observations can form a unified attitude determination system together with hand-eye measurements. Another shortcoming of the existing results in [15] , [16] is that the solving process depends on the spectrum decomposition which is nonlinear and an analytical covariance analysis can hardly be performed. The covariance information, however, guarantees the later fusion with other sensors using a Kalman filter, which is a common practice for reliability in aerospace engineering.
B. Sources of Vector Observations
There are many approaches that can provide vector observations. According to the principles of computer vision and robotics, the vector observations can be obtained either using point clouds from 3D laser [18] , terrian reconstruction from the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) or rotation matrix from perspective-n-point (PnP, [19] ). Here we introduce three major ones.
1) Perspective Geometry: In aerospace engineering, practitioners usually first estimate the camera poses with respect to some celestial references. Then the camera poses can be transformed into the spacecraft attitude through pre-calibrated basecamera parameters. To achieve this, the perspective geometry is often invoked which consists of two representative methods i.e. the perspective-n-point (PnP) algorithm and epipolar geometry [20] .
The PnP solves the pose estimation problem when we have some interesting features in the 2D image and their corresponding perspective coordinates in the 3D frame. To get the accurate coordinates in the 3D frame, the precise 3D model or measurement of the imaged object is needed. The 2D-3D correspondences can be determined according to current 2D-3D registration techniques. The mathematical framework of the PnP problem allows for multiple solvers with various precisions including the direct linear transform (DLT, [21] ), efficient PnP (EPnP, [22] ), bundle adjustment (BA, [23] ) and some recent analytical solutions [24] .
2) Optical Navigation: The orbits of some celestial bodies can be acquired using historical celestial observations. With such data, the planets in the solar system and their relations with the Sun will be beneficial for spacecraft attitude determination. For instance, using conic extraction from binarized images of Moon, the Moon-Sun attitude sensor mechanism is established [25] . For aerospace engineering, when the orbit of the astroid is known and the luminance of the astroid is satisfactory for binarization, the vector observations can also come from such Asteriod-Sun relationship. Fig. 2 depicts the conic variations of the modeled Ceres under different Sun projections.
From another aspect, if the relative position between the Sun and the planet is known according to existing orbitary observations, then the Sun sensor, as a special kind of star trackers, can also provide observed Sun vector observation [26] .
3) Point Clouds: There are some airborne instruments that can give direct or indirect point-cloud measurements e.g. the laser scanner and SAR. By comparing the point clouds with existing 3D terrain, the spacecraft attitude is computed. When there is completely no knowledge of 3D terrain, the relative attitude can also be propagated sequentially using results from the iterative closest points (ICP, [27] , [28] ).
C. Main Contributions and Arrangement of Contents
The main contributions of this paper is to study the feasibility of such attitude determination scheme using vector observations and hand-eye measurements simultaneously. We are aimed to solve the following problems: 1) Derive the completely analytical solution to the proposed unified attitude determination problem. 2) Give an intuitive closed-form covariance analysis on the derived solution.
3) Study the characteristics of the proposed solution subject
to different types of input values. 4) Study the real-world performances of the proposed scheme according to authentic spacecraft data. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II contains notation descriptions, problem formulation and proposed fully analytical solution. Covariance analysis is also given in the Section II showing some probabilistic characteristics of the proposed scheme. In Section III we conduct several experiments to deduce the in-flight attitude determination accuracy and robustness. Section IV consists of concluding remarks and future works.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION
A. Mathematical Preliminaries
We inherit the main usages of notations presented in [29] . The n-dimensional Euclidean vector space is described with R n . We use R n×m to denote the real space containing all matrices with row dimension of n and column dimension of m. The identity matrix has the notation of I and owns its proper size. X , X −1 mean the transpose and inverse of a given matrix X respectively in which the inverse exists when X is squared and nonsingular. And the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of a given X with arbitrary structure is denoted as X + which has the property that X + = (X + ) . The notations tr(X) and diag(· · · ) denote the trace of a squared matrix X and a diagonal matrix formed by diagonal elements of · · · , respectively. The n-dimensional special orthogonal group SO(n) contains all n-dimensional rotation matrices and is expressed with X ∈ SO(n) ⇒ X ∈ R n×n , XX = X X = I, det(X) = +1. The covariance of a given vector x perturbed by noises is denoted as Σ x . The vectorization of a matrix X = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) of column size n is defined by vec(X) = x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n while the inverse operator mat[vec(X)] restores the vectorization into its original matrix form of X. The Kronecker product of two arbitrary matrices X and Y is denoted as X ⊗ Y and commonly (X ⊗ Y ) = X ⊗ Y . The convenience of the Kronecker product is that, given matrices A, B, C, X with proper sizes, one can write the equality AXB = C into B ⊗ A vec(X) = vec(C). Also, one may derive (A ⊗ B) (C ⊗ X) = (AC ⊗ BX). For probabilistic descriptions, we use · · · to represent the operation of expectation and Σ X or Σ XX is the auto-covariance of a random variable X. The covariance matrix between two random variables X and Y are denoted as Σ X,Y . The notation N (α, Σ) denotes the normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean of α and covariance of Σ while MN represents the normal distribution for matrix. The probabilistic density function of a given squared matrix
where M is the mean of X and Y , W represent the second moments of X satisfying
The vectorization of X will then be subjected to the normal distribution such that
B. The Unified Attitude Determination Problem
We consider that there are N pairs of n-dimensional vector measurements and M pairs of n-dimensional hand-eye measurements available for attitude determination, all related by the n-dimensional rotation matrix R ∈ SO(n):
Vector :
That is to say the vector observations do not have to maintain unit norms as presented in the Wahba's problem and hand-eye measurements are also arbitrary and do not have to be symmetric or orthonormal matrices as presented in [15] and [13] . To derive a general n-dimensional closed-form solution to this problem, unlike existing methods used in [15] , [29] and [30] , we use vectorization of rotation matrix for mathematical representation, which has been proven to be effective for hand-eye calibration [31] , [32] . For equations of vector observations, we can write them into the compact form P = RQ
where
which can be further vectorized as vec(P ) = Q ⊗ I vec(R)
An analytical solution to the hand-eye calibration problem [31] solves the R in the hand-eye part of (4) by the following homogeneous system of vec(R)
This result has been proven to be effective but in fact there is a strong coupling of A i , B i for i = 1, 2, · · · , M which sets obstacle for a further covariance analysis. Therefore, we use another intuitive solution such that 
The unified attitude determination result from vector observations and hand-eye measurements then can be given by the following problem
arg min
in which x = vec(R) and
It should be noted that if the weights of the measurements are taken into account, we should use the following matrices instead:
describes the relative accuracy between the vector and handeye measurements. The objective function L can be evaluated as
The optimal x occurs at
which generates
The obtained result indicates that the general observability of attitude angles are governed by the rank of H + (Q ⊗ I) Q ⊗ I . When there is no vector observation, (16) can not hold since (Q ⊗ I) vec(P ) becomes null. However, when there is no hand-eye measurement, (16) could also make sense which depends on the number of vector observations and the collinearity between vector pairs [33] , [34] , [35] . That is so say, in this way the following equation is also a Wahba's solution
For instance, with only two vector observation pairs, we may have already compute the attitude [36] . When there are one vector observation pair and one set of hand-eye measurements, there could be sufficient information for a full-attitude determination since the single system AR = RB has been proven to own two ambiguous solutions [15] and the optimal can be then selected by integrating an external vector pair. The obtained attitude reconstruction, since may be put into a further Kalman filter for more accurate state estimation and gyro bias cancellation, should provide its uncertainty descriptions [37] , [38] . The detailed derivations are presented in the next sub-section.
C. Covariance Analysis
From (15) , one easily observes that the solution of x is linear. Thus a perturbed model of x can be obtained by
where the second-order differential terms are ommited. The covariance of x can be computed via
As the operation of the type (δQ ⊗ I) vec(P ) is linear both in elements of Q and P , one can write the matrix manipulations into (δQ ⊗ I) vec(P ) = Z(P )vec(δQ )
where Z(P ) a linearly mapping. Note that mat [(δQ ⊗ I) vec(P )] = P δQ ⇒ vec P δQ = (I ⊗ P ) vec δQ
then we have Z (P ) = (I ⊗ P )
In this way, one has
whereR = mat [vec(x)] is the reconstructed rotation matrix and is not strictly on the SO(n). In the same manner, we can also obtain δHx
where the function F(x) is a linear mapping which can be derived as follows
Thus, the simplified form of Σ xx is presented by 26) in which the detailed derivations along with S 1 , S 2 , S 3 are in the appendix. Here, we need to note that x = vec(R) is the vectorization of R and to get a proper R in SO(n), one should orthonormalize mat (x) from (16) . Typically, such normalization is achieved by where U SV = mat (x) is the singular value decomposition (SVD) of mat (x). As SVD is highly nonlinear, we introduce a recent linear method for generalized n-dimensional registration [39] with uncertainty descriptions so that the following system can be established
where x = vec(R) = d 1 , d 2 , · · · , d n and e 1 = (1, 0, 0, · · · , 0) , e 2 = (0, 1, 0, · · · , 0) , · · · , e n = (0, · · · , 0, 1) are standard orthogonal unit bases of Euclidean space R n . In such model, the vectors e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e n are noisefree and the covariance of d 1 , d 2 , · · · , d n are invoked directly from Σ xx , so that the covariance Σ R is obtained.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Simulation Results
In this sub-section, we simulate several cases to demonstrate the performances of the proposed algorithm. The rotation error is defined as
with R true the reference (true) rotation matrix and vector , hand−eye denoting the noise densities of the vector observations and hand-eye measurements respectively. The vector observations and hand-eye measurements are simulated using additive noises such that
with ε i and Ξ i the noises subject to Gaussian distribution such that ε i ∼ N (0, vector I)
The sequence of the true rotation matices is generated using a modified quaternion model in [40] :
where k = 1, 2, · · · , 10000 denote the indices. We validate our algorithm by converting the quaternions into rotation matrices. The vector observations are assumed to have been obtained by rotation matching from feature extraction algorithms. Since the feature extraction may be opportunistic, the single-point covariance parameter of the vector observations is set to vector = 1 × 10 −1 . While in [16] , it is reported that the hand-eye measurements can reach the attitude determination accuracy up to several arc seconds, hand−eye is set to 1×10 −5 i.e. this hand-eye source is regarded much more accurate than the feature-matching based approach. It is assumed that here only one asteroid is in the field-of-view (FOV) of the camera so M = 1. For the first set of cases, we simulate the symmetric A i , B i as appeared in [15] , [16] . Two cases with different vector observation numbers N = 30 and N = 150 are simulated. The results along with the 3σ bounds calculated from the covariance matrices are shown in Fig. 3 and 4 . For another set of cases, A i , B i are rigid ones like those in the hand-eye calibration while the results are presented in Fig. 5  and 6 .
From the two sets of cases, one can observe that with fewer vector observations, the attitude estimator has worse accuracy and the uncertainty of the 3σ bounds will be larger. Comparing the first and second sets of cases, we can also see that the system with symmetric A i , B i owns worse accuracy than those with rigid hand-eye measurements. To study the relationship between the rotation error and numbers of vector observations and hand-eye measurements, we choose N and M from 1 to 5 for simulation. In each step, the vector observations and handeye measurements are randomly sampled for 5000 times and the results are averaged so the statistical trends can be well reflected. The noises are chosen to be subjected to
i.e. both types of measurements are very noisy so the error scales can be magnified. We also study two cases where A i , B i are rigid or symmetric and the relationships are then shown in Fig. 7 and 8 . With growing N and M , the rotation errors rapidly decrease while the decreasing ratio for the hand-eye measurements is lower than that of vector observations. This shows that the vector observations are effective in aiding the attitude determination with only hand-eye measurements. Also, one can obviously see that using symmetric A i and B i , the accuracy is much lower than that in rigid ones. As in [15] , [16] A i , B i are symmetric, that is to say the method in Modenini's work can only achieve limited accuracy, regardless of its inevitable drawback in the angle observability. When combined with vector observations, the accuracy, robustness and observability can be dramatically improved. In the next sub-section, we are going to conduct real-world experiments using data from the Dawn spacecraft.
B. Dawn Spacecraft Validation
The Dawn spacecraft was launch by NASA on 27 Sept 2007 and has been aimed to discover the two dwarf planets i.e. Vesta and Ceres in the Kuiper belt. The Dawn mission ends on 1st Nov 2018 with the spacecraft consumed all the fuel for attitude control of its solar panel. The memorable Dawn mission had fullfiled the dreams of the scientists and enthusiasts for inspection of distant dwarf planets in the solar system. On the Dawn spacecraft, there were two framing cameras imaging the targets. Ceres has better geometric shape than Vesta since it is highly elliptic and owns the semi major axis of 482 km and 446 km. Therefore, in the study of Modenini [15] , [16] , it has been successfully proven that such ellipsoid imaged in the camera frame can be used for accurate spacecraft attitude determination.
As described before, the visual measurements can also provide attitude information from another aspect. Therefore, we verify the two sources of them i.e. the PnP and epipolar geometry in this sub-section. There are many representative feature extraction methods proposed previously and each algorithm has its pros and cons. For the motion estimation using Ceres images, we choose the speed up robust features (SURF, [41] ), binary robust invariant scalable keypoints (BRISK, [42] ), oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF (ORB, [43] ) for comparisons. The conic detection and the elliptic fittings are conducted according to [44] , [45] , [46] .
Using the epipolar geometry, the camera poses can be restored by integrating all sequential relative rotation matrices between successive images. Fig. 9, 10 , 11 present the feature matching using BRISK, SURF and ORB respectively, for the images FC21B0088753_17042144605F2C and FC21B0088785_17042150857F2C. Here, the random sample consensus (RANSAC, [47] , [48] ) is invoked for figuring out the correspondences between 2D-2D image feature points. All the algorithms in this sub-section are implemented using the MATLAB computer vision toolbox. The feature numbers, the RANSAC successfull ratio and the execution time of various algorithms are summarized in Table  I . From the statistics, we can see that ORB extracts too few features but the RANSAC matching is the most successful. While the SURF consumes the most computation time and least RANSAC successful ratio (see the red markers in Fig. 10) , the BRISK maintains a balance among the three ones. Therefore the BRISK feature descriptor is ultilized for the attitude determination validation. With the PnP method, a nonlinear semidefinite programming is employed to solve the 2D-3D registration problem between 2D image and the 3D terrain map [49] . Here the 3D terrain map is generated using the images of the Dawn spacecraft during the Survey mission of the Ceres, which can be found out at https://sbib.psi.edu. Fig.  12 shows the exact details of such 3D terrain map. The reference attitude information from the Dawn spacecraft attitude estimator can be acquired from LBL files in the data folder. The real-world images from the Dawn spacecraft during the GRaND mission are grabbed for the verification of the proposed algorithm since in that image sequence the illuminance and the shape of the imaged Ceres are more appropriate than that in other datasets. The relative weighting of the vector observations and hand-eye measurements is tuned to = 0.5 indicating that the hand-eye measurements own twice accuracy than a single pair of feature correspondence. The PnP and epipolar geometry do not give 3D vector observation pairs directly. Instead, they are nonlinear and only the rotation matrices can be estimated. Suppose we have estimated the attitude matrices from PnP and epipolar geometry i.e. R PnP , R epipolar , with the similar approach in (28), we can reconstruct the vector observations by algorithm by Modenini can give very accurate estimates of roll and pitch but does not have good performance in estimating the yaw angles. The reason has been shown in [15] , [16] that for some perspective views the imaged ellipsoids are very close to spheroids which limits the observability on the yaw direction. When introducing the PnP and the epipolar geometry, the accuracy for yaw angles is significantly improved. It also deserves a notification that the epipolar geometry does not achieve better roll and pitch precisions since the attitude from such source is sequentially integrated and thus it may suffer from low sampling frequency. However, epipolar geometry does not need to have preliminaries on the 3D model of the imaged ellipsoid. Therefore, from this aspect, epipolar geometry is more flexible than PnP. If the 3D terrain of the imaged ellipsoid is already known e.g. the Moon, then PnP should definitely replace the epipolar geometry for better accuracy and robustness.
IV. CONCLUSION
The original attitude determination using hand-eye measurements derived from images of ellipsoid has limited accuracy, robustness and observability. Vector observations can well aid the spacecraft attitude determination with hand-eye measurements and thus enhance the overall performances. It is noted that the vector observations can come from various sources so the proposed scheme is quite universal. The experimental studies have verified the effectiveness of the proposed scheme for in-flight attitude determination. In fact, the ellipsoidal markers can be installed onto spacecrafts for relative attitude determination. Also, in the total design of the Dawn spacecraft, there are two framing cameras mounted targeting to the same direction. This will motivate us to invoke the stereo imaging principles to give more accurate attitude determination results in the future.
APPENDIX A MATRIX DERIVATIONS
The items inside the internal expectation of Σ xx can be derived as follows 
Denoting 
we obtain S 2 , S 3 in (35) and (36) . Note that in these derivations, the cross correlation between vector observations and hand-eye measurements is ignored as they come from completely different sources so a cross-correlation evaluation may be trivial. Since we have 
let
, i = 1, 2, · · · , n (41) we have P = (p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p n ) Q = (q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q n ) 
Then Σ vec(Q ),vec(Q) , Σ vec(Q ),vec(P ) , Σ vec(P ),vec(Q ) , can be computed in the same manner. Note that if there is no auto-correlation between b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b N , no auto-correlation between r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r N and no cross-correlation between b i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N and r j , j = 1, 2, · · · , N , one arrives at 
where i = 1, 2, · · · , n, j = 1, 2, · · · , N . The auto-covariance of vec P is given by and likewise Σ vec(Q ) can be obtained. If there is no autocorrelation between b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b N and no auto-correlation between r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r N , we have Σ pi,pj = diag σ 2 b1,i,b1,j , σ 2 b2,i,b2,j , · · · , σ 2 bn,i,bn,j N ×N Σ qi,qj = diag σ 2 r1,i,r1,j , σ 2 r2,i,r2,j , · · · , σ 2 rn,i,rn,j N ×N
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